
 
Subject Specific Vocabulary for  

   
 

SCIENCE 
 

Early Years Vocabulary: 
 
Make observations and talk: can they observe and then talk about what they have seen (also link 
to C&L, u and Sp) 
 

KS1 Vocabulary:  working scientifically... 
 
Plants 
Chn to plant seeds / bulbs then observe changes- root, stem, blossom, leaves, seeds / bulbs, 
trunk, fruit, branches 
Deciduous : leaves fall off tree in winter 
Evergreen: leaves remain on tree in winter 
Germination: whereby an organism starts to grow from a seed 
Reproduction (knowing that things reproduce not how) 
 
Animals including humans 
Habitat : a place where an organism makes its home 
Fish:  
Amphibian: small vertebrates which need water to live (frog) 
Reptile : cold blooded vertibrates which usually have dry scaly skins, breathe air and lay eggs 
Bird : warm- blooded egg-laying vertebrate with feathers, wings, beak and often able to fly 
Mammal:  warm blooded, air breathing vertebrate which gives birth to live young 
Head, neck, arms, elbows, legs, knees, face, ears, eyes, hair, mouth, teeth 
Senses : sight, smell. Hearing, taste and touch 
Egg – chick –chicken; egg- caterpillar- pupa-butterfly; baby-toddler-child- teenager-adult 
 
Everyday materials 
Wood/ plastic/ glass/ rock/ metal/ water/ brick/ paper/ plastics/ foil/ elastic 
Physical properties that make them more or less suitable for a specific use 
Comparing and describing materials: Hard/ soft; shiny/ dull; rough/smooth; bendy/ not bendy; 
waterproof/ not waterproof; absorbent/ not absorbent; opaque/ transparent 
 
Seasonal changes 
Not look at the sun directly-  wear sunglasses 
Day length and its seasonal variations 



 
Living things and their habitats 
Microhabitat:  the small area which may differ from the larger surrounding area ie a tree stump in 
a forest 
Seashore/ woodland/ ocean/ rainforest 
Living/ dead/ never alive 
Food chain: a series of organisms each dependent on each other to survive.  
 

KS2 Vocabulary: 
 
Plants , living things and their habitats 
Structure and function (difference thereof): 
Amount of light /fertiliser affecting growth 
plant life cycle: 
Seed dispersal : the process whereby seeds are spread 
Water transportation in plants: whereby water travels through a plant from root to leaves 
Vertebrate : has a back bone or spinal column 
Invertebrate : does not have a backbone or spinal column (snake) 
Flowering and non-flowering plant differences  (flowering =rose, non-flowering-= fern) 
Insect : has 6 legs and 2 sets of wings (butterfly but NOT spider) 
Population and development impact on animals and habitat 
Deforestation : removal of forests 
Animal Life cycles 
Reproduction (sexual and asexual – yr 5) 
Classification system : the arrangement of things based on their similarities 
Micro organism : a microscopic organism ie bacteria or a virus 
 
Animals including humans 
Nutrition 
Skeleton  
Muscles 
Diet : things that are eaten 
Oesophagus 
Stomach 
Small and large intestine 
Carnivore/ herbivore/ omnivore 
Puberty (yr 5) 
Gestation 
Circulatory system in humans : taking oxygen around the body; 
Substances which can damage body – drugs, alcohol (yr 6) 
 
Rocks 
Rock 
Soils 
Classification 
Grains/ crystals in rocks  
Fossil : the remains of animal or plants embedded in rock and preserved in petrified form 
Sedimentary rocks :  formed from pre-existing rocks or things that were once living 
 
 
 



Light 
Shadow 
Light source 
Reflection 
Periscope 
rainbows 
 
Forces and magnets 
Force: strength or energy as a result of physical movement 
Magnet 
Pole : either end of a magnet that either repels or attracts 
 
States of matter 
solid: holds it shape 
liquid: forms a pool not a pile 
gas : will escape from an unsealed container 
changes in state 
condensation  
evaporation 
 
Sound 
Vibration : movement that create a sound 
Pitch : the high or lowness of a note 
Volume 
 
Electricity 
Series Circuit 
Component 
Bulb (light not plant!) 
Switch 
motor 
cell 
Current  
Voltage 
Safety near electricity 
Conductor : electricity / heat will pass through it 
Insulator : electricity / heat will not pass through it 
symbols 
 
Properties and changes of materials 
Reversible and non reversible changes 
Evaporation/ filtering/ sieving/melting/ dissolving/ burning/ rusting 
Raw material: has not been altered by man - cotton 
Synthetic : has been altered by man - polyester 
Chemists 
Polymer : something made up from chiefly the same component 
 
Earth and space (yr 5) 
Sun / earth 
Day /night 
Planets and their names 



Moon : celestial body that orbits a planet (Earth has 1, Jupiter at least 4) 
Solar system 
 
Forces 
Gravity 
Air resistance 
Friction 
 
Evolution and Inheritance (Year 6) 
Adaptation and Evolution and their interconnected relationship 
Offspring 
Palaeontologist 
 
General terminology: data/ measurement/ recording/ fair test 

 


